**Interactive Neuroanatomy Quiz**

Choose a topic . . .

- **Spinal Cord**
- **Brain Anatomy Introduction**
- **Telencephalon**
- **Diencephalon**
- **Midbrain**
- **Hindbrain (pons & medulla oblongata)**

**Cerebellum**

This website enables students to self-evaluate their knowledge of basic neuroanatomy, in an engaging interactive manner.

**Instructions:**
- Click a topic (above).
- Within a topic, each screen presents six question boxes and six answer boxes (randomly positioned). Drag a question box to its correct answer box; or, sequentially click: first, on the question box and then on the answer box (sequentially tapping is only very slippery for mobile devices).
- Correct choices are signaled by boxes matching appearance and a border around the answer. Incorrect answers elicit a Sorry Mismatch popup.
- To conserve time, skip answers when you are certain that you know them.

**Screen Images of Neuroanatomy Questions**

**Per question per topic:**
- six question boxes overlay an image
- six text answers positioned randomly below
- students drag/drop question boxes onto answers
- immediate feedback signals right or wrong
- students can skip-over answers already known

---

**Opportunity:** self-evaluate neuroanatomy knowledge

**Engaging:** interesting variety of image-questions

**Interactive:** drag/drop or sequentially tap (tablets)

**Feedback:** immediate visual response (right/wrong)

**Efficient:** skip-over known answers and move on